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The Four Quadrants of Money – 
More IMportant than ever

Welcome

LETTER

Dear Clients and Friends,

As I sat down to write this welcome note, I stopped to look at what I wrote a year ago at this 
same time. Last March and April (and the months that followed) sure took us on an unexpected, 
wild ride. So here we are, one year later with many things improved and yet some things still very 
much in need of healing. 

I write in this issue about The Four Quadrants of Money (page 3), a concept I pioneered and 
published many years ago but that is still very relevant today. I also discuss the evolution of 
financial planning (page 6) and how the demands of our world have changed how we approach 
our role. Finally, I explore the idea of giving power to our own individual journeys (page 11). As 
we continue to navigate these rather uncharted waters, I hope you find insights and inspiration in 
each of these topics. 

Our team contributed some thoughtful articles in this issue, too. Andrew 
discusses speculation and investing (page 4), a timely topic given all the 
recent chatter about GameStop, silver and Bitcoin. Matt shares his thoughts 
about inflation (page 8) and Christy writes of her family’s personal 
experience with an email scam (page 12). 

We’re delighted to feature one of our amazing clients who shares her 
gift of writing with us. In our Pay it Forward feature (page 15), 
Elizabeth B. beautifully communicates her passion for helping others 
and her commitment to the wonderful work of Doctors Without Borders. 

As we find ourselves at the one-year mark of a very challenging 
time, I remain optimistic and grateful for all that we have and all 
that we’ve learned. May this spring be a time of life and 
renewal for us all. 

All my best, 

Lee Stoerzinger, CFP®

President

Spring
eing in business for almost 
30 years, we have had the 
opportunity to learn many 

things about not only investments 
and markets, but also the human 
side of money. One thing that 
becomes extremely important 
when understanding financial 
planning is that it’s not just about 
the external factors, but it’s also 
about how people actually think 
about money in their lives. We are 
fortunate to have pioneered and published a concept 
called The Four Quadrants of Money, which is a basic 
understanding that money is not only Financial, but 
Emotional, Intellectual and Spiritual as well. With recent 
times severely testing all sides of how the world of money 
works, we thought it would be valuable to re-visit this 
concept in greater detail. 

Financial
When we think about money, it’s easy and obvious to see 
that it is financial. It’s the part of our lives that makes us think 
about saving, budgeting, how much we have or how much we 
need, how we should invest, how we live day to day, what to 
plan for, etc. It’s often what is taught in schools and passed on 
from family members (good and bad). It’s what we know, the 
utilitarian view so to speak. It is what we read and follow in 
the media and culturally.

intellectual
As we move on to the next part of the quadrant, we come to 
how we process and reason; the intellectual. If the financial 
side is what we know, then the intellectual is what we think. 
When we are looking at the markets and wondering what we 
should do, or what is the appropriate amount to save, this is 
our mind sorting through everything and coming to a solid 
conclusion. It is our higher-level logic.

emotional
While we all may know that things 
related to money can be emotional, 
it is often the hardest part to 
understand and control. Think of 
all the bad money decisions people 
make or how difficult it can be 
to handle stock market volatility. 
There are several key reasons why 
this is the case. First, especially as 
it relates to investing, we need to 
understand the way we think about 

things often defies logic. For example, we all know we should 
buy low and sell high, but when things become uncertain and 
we think of our short-term livelihood, the wheels can come 
off and we do the opposite. Second, many times we have 
situations that involve money during large life events which, 
alone, can be significant stressors (e.g., weddings, babies, 
education). Also, we live in a complex world, and we were all 
designed differently. Sometimes gaining all the understanding 
needed to live in this world can be daunting. Personally, I 
believe having an awareness of how emotional things can be 
helps significantly in making appropriate decisions. 

Spiritual
The often missed, but extremely important, part of the 
initiative is the spiritual side. This is the part which brings 
it all together, provides the greater direction, and gives a 
sense of meaning to everything. It’s how we build the legacy 
we want to leave in this world, what defines those things 
most important to us, and what we truly value. Without the 
spiritual side to the quadrant, it would truly not be complete.

While The Four Quadrants of Money may seem like a 
moderately straightforward concept, using terms we are all 
familiar with, the complexities that lie within each part make 
up much of who we are and how we live as humans. We are 
thankful to use it as a guide in our practice and help those we 
are fortunate to work with.

Writ ten by Lee Stoerzinger,  CFP®

Investing involves risk. No investment strategy can guarantee positive results. Loss, including loss of principal, may occur.
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omething is only worth what someone else will 
pay for it.” 

This sentiment took a little while for me to digest when it 
was first explained. Contrary to what you may have heard, 
value isn’t in the eye of the beholder, but in the eye of the 
buyer. This topic came to me while I was thinking about the 
differences between speculation and investing, and the grey 
area between. 

The easiest way to think about an “investment” is as a capital 
outlay expected to make a future profit over time. Investing 
in a public utility stock is a straightforward example of buying 
stock for a future, predictable dividend. Buying bonds is also a 
good example—lending money to a company or municipality 
in exchange for future payments. Extending outside of the 
markets, maybe a small business invests in new machine 
tools. Those tools will allow them to manufacture new 
products which will be sold for profit. 

The idea of speculation is a little harder to define. Speculation 
revolves around buying something with the hopes that in 
the future you will be able to sell that “thing” for a profit, 
sometimes absent of any productive value. A mint Wayne 
Gretzky rookie hockey card recently sold at auction for $1.29 
million. Is the card worth that much money? It’s hard for me 
to say, other than the buyer is hopeful they can re-sell it in the 
future for even more. The collectibles market is a unique one, 

as it gains more prominence in the media and among ultra-
high net worth investors looking to diversify their assets away 
from traditional securities, real-estate, or other “alternative” 
strategies. 

While we’re all for diversification, history is paved with stories 
large and small about speculative investing imploding as 
sentiments change. Look at recent claims of a bubble in the 
world of high-end artwork. Remember the Beanie Baby craze 
of the mid-1990s? Ask the Dutch about their peculiar 17th-
century fascination with Tulips. 

Where the worlds of “investing” and “speculation” collide 
is in the stock market. The modern capital system can be 
credited with facilitating so many human advances in the 
last century. While it has funded much human progress, it 
has also created a cauldron that can quickly distort value and 
lead undisciplined investors chasing profit and instead finding 
disaster.

The dot-com boom of the late 1990s is an example of 
euphoria and speculation commanding a huge swath of the 
market. The internet was undoubtedly the future, and any 
company with “dot-com” in the name could print money by 
selling their shares to a public with an insatiable appetite. 
Cash flow and fundamentals were irrelevant. While some 
people made fortunes, some people were wiped out when 
the music stopped.

By  Andrew Roth,  Operations  Manager

This article isn’t meant to be a specific warning. It’s 
inevitable that companies will seem overvalued 
and a few companies will bring to market concepts 
so revolutionary that there is no reasonable peer 
comparison (see electric car manufacturers with stock 
trading above one thousand times price-to-earnings 
and my comment about human advancement above). 
This article is instead a call to occasionally look around 
and ask yourself if you’re being caught in the right kind 
of tides? Rising tides do raise all ships—but tidal waves 
can spell disaster. 

One might say that fighting this phenomenon is 
the wrong approach, that there is still opportunity 
in certain stock or sectors even if they might be 
“overvalued.” After all, what is value anyway? Some 
professional money managers tend to agree. There is 
a whole discipline of “momentum” investing dedicated 
to these types of ideas—buying based on trends 
instead of underlying fundamentals. 

The last calendar year brought these topics to the 
forefront as 2020 saw incredible volatility as markets 
rebounded from spring lows to year-end all-time 
highs, and retail investors fueled a rally in such a 
concentrated section of the market that diversified 
investors looked around wondering if they were 
missing out on the fun. 

The underlying message here is that we believe in 
diversification of assets and of management styles, 
because trends and fads can be over at any moment—
even while economic conditions remain strong. As 
certain assets become more expensive, others appear 
increasingly attractive. Momentum, growth, and value 
styles all have roles in a diversified portfolio because 
they will all have their days in the sun. Regardless of 
your assessment of value, the adage of “buy low and 
sell high” is still a good long-term strategy.

“
”

Something 
is only 
worth 
what 
someone 
else will 
pay for it.



he dynamics of the world we live in 
are becoming increasingly complex. 
One of the areas this is most clear is 

regarding money and how it works in our lives. 
For an American family trying to build any type of 
a traditional financial plan in the background of 
attending to our daily lives can be significant. There 
is saving for the future, tax planning, investing, 
health care, estate planning, geo-politics, employer 
benefits, etc. And that is only the financial part. 
Then there are marriages, taking care of elders, 
raising children, work-life balance and all the other 
life events that make up our days. 

If we step back a bit, this presents a fairly large 
shift in how people have lived from a historical 
perspective. The front parts of our brains are 
always working these days. I believe we are at an 
inflection point as the road we are on cannot be 
sustained for a healthy length of time. Technology 
and “ease of convenience” have presented 
significant benefits to our lives on many levels, but 
I do not believe they will singularly go as far as they 
need to in solving the problem of “how we think.” 

It is probably no accident that the career of 
“wealth manager” is really only 30-40 years old. 
This career developed about the time we shifted 
our focus as a society from “defined outcome” to 
“opportunistic outcome.” We used to have much 
more structure to our lives. We had pensions and 
relied on Social Security as a staple. We were much 
less a service economy and consumer focused and 
relied more on community. Today, the sky is the 
limit in just about everything, but we are all on 
our own. This has created significant benefits and 
opportunities, but also complex challenges. Enter, 
financial planning as it exists today.

We could not be more thankful for the company 

we built almost 30 years ago and believe the 

current services we offer are here at exactly the 

right time. To deeper explain how we see our role 

in the lives of those we serve, think of a baseball 

team where you are the coach. You are the head 

of the family. You must find your players, train 

them, encourage teamwork, plan for games, 

be in the spotlight, and be the leader. However, 

every coach has a General Manager who does all 

the work behind the scenes, such as operations, 

contracts, etc. It would be impossible for the coach 

to do both as the roles would be too much. As 

financial complexities continue to grow, we serve 

as a General Manager in a sense, offering solutions 

that help your “team” take the field each day as 

effortlessly as possible. Some of the things we 

do are fairly quiet, but they can have a very large 

impact on the game. 

The world continues to change and no one knows 

exactly what the next phase of our societal 

evolution will bring. If we could dream, it would be 

that we take the benefits of our success in money, 

economics, health, work, etc., and turn it into 

stronger representations of value, significance, 

and community. You can see this peering in 

different parts of our world, but it would be to 

our great benefit if it could go “mainstream.” 

We do not believe the solutions we currently 

offer (comprehensive wealth management) will 

disappear. Instead, they allow us to lead the field in 

what we have been “practicing” for years, which is 

helping remove the complexities of what our world 

presents, and converting them into meaning for 

our clients. We’re just waiting for the rest of the 

league to catch up.

Writ ten by Lee Stoerzinger,  CFP®
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Writ ten by Mat t  Benson,  CFP®

F

e’ve been hearing more and more about inflation 
in the news these days. By no coincidence, we’ve 
also had many recent conversations with clients on 

this same topic. While the concept of inflation is somewhat 
straightforward, I thought it would make sense to expand on 
the topic and provide a little more context about what’s going 
on today. As I thought about the best way to approach it, my 
mind kept going to Jeopardy and Alex Trebek. So, at the risk of 
hearing that loud ‘wrong answer’ buzzer noise, let’s start with 
this simple question (or is it the answer?) – What is inflation?

Inflation is a lagging economic indicator measured by the 
Consumer Price Index (CPI). The CPI measures changes in the 
price level of a weighted average basket of consumer goods 
and services, such as transportation, food and medical care. 
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics tracks this information and 
essentially reports the purchasing power of our dollar. Does 
a dollar today buy as much of a good or service as it did last 
year? The answer is no. With a 2020 year-end CPI number of 
1.4, we can conclude that we need slightly more money today 
to buy the same good or service as a year ago. This change in 
CPI is one element that can signal upcoming adjustments to 
the inflation rate.

Inflation rates have not been in the double digits since the 
year I was born. I am not trying to take credit for calming 
things down since 1980, but for the past 40+ years inflation 
has been largely held in check. The reason for the relatively 
steady inflation rates is the topic of a much larger discussion, 
but it’s one of the primary roles of the Federal Reserve.

So why are we talking about inflation now? That answer 
is policy, both fiscal and monetary. We have taken 
unprecedented steps in dealing with this pandemic which 
has resulted in a dramatic rise in the money supply. It is up 

25% from a year ago, which is a staggering number. When 
the Federal Reserve used the tools at its disposal to address 
the Financial Crisis in 2007-2009 a lot of that had to deal with 
greasing the financial wheels to get things moving again. The 
recent measures undertaken have sent cash directly to people 
and to businesses via Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) 
loans. If there is more money chasing the same amount of 
goods and services, inflation is the result.

What does this mean for you? The impact inflation has on 
your financial plan is driven by many unique factors. CPI is 
often used as a reference point for cost-of-living adjustments. 
Your pension or social security check may be indexed to keep 
your purchasing power. If you have a fixed pension and your 
dollar now is not going as far, is there a need to generate 
additional income? From an investment standpoint, there 
are assets that function well or even provide hedges against 
rising inflation. Where it makes sense for the individual, we 
utilize positions in commodities. As an asset class they have 
historically performed well in inflationary periods and have 
provided a valuable complement to a diversified portfolio. We 
also employ inflation-protected bonds and senior bank loans 
as part of our non-stock allocations where appropriate. Stocks 
themselves have historically outpaced inflation so revisiting 
the level of stock exposure you have can help allay potential 
concerns about future inflation.

Rest assured, our team is paying close attention to any 
inflation adjustments and how they may impact your plan. 
We’re ready with a variety of strategies and tools, should 
any changes need to be made. In the meantime, if you find 
yourself watching one of the new celebrity-hosted Jeopardy 
episodes, I trust you will now be able to answer with 
confidence any question relating to inflation.

What is
inflation?
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For one hour every day, this happens in the world. 
What is it?

Email your answer to advice@leestoerzinger.com or call us at 651-578-1600. All who 
contact us with the correct answer will be placed in a drawing for a $25 gift certificate.

TRIVIUM
Definition: Studies intended to provide 

general knowledge and intellectual skills.

Congratulations to John R., who was chosen as our Trivium winner from last quarter. John correctly answered ‘BackRub’ to the 
question: ‘What was Google’s original name?’ John & Phyllis H., Mary K., and Jerry S. also answered the question correctly.

2018 S P R I N G  N E W S L E T T E R  | 7 

Check out Lee’s book…
On The Back Burner
It’s a timely read uncovering the things 
we say are most important, but have put 
on the back burner of our lives.

Clear away all the 
things that distract 
you, and let the 
things that are 
meaningful to you 
slowly move into 
your life. You have a 
spiritual, emotional, 
physical, and a 
financial meaning 
in this world, so 
don’t for one minute 
minimize the 
importance of 
your presence.

(excerpt taken from 
Lee’s book, On The 
Back Burner)

‘‘

’’

In the last issue, we asked where you read our newsletter. Here 
are some of the submissions!

“I read The Envisionary…

…on one of my newly designed sofas!”
Kim, owner of Kim Salmela Atelier in 

Los Angeles, CA

...in the sun on our back porch.”
Chuck and Terri, retirees living 

the good life in Mesa, AZ

...on Miramar Beach, Florida.”
Patti and Gail, best friends on a 

girls weekend

….at the Super Bowl game!”
Tim, neighbor to the 

Stoerzingers 

Congrats to Kim — her name was drawn as the winner of the 
$50 gift card. Thanks to all who sent in their photos. 

et’s say you leave your house this morning and have a nice pocket full of money. Maybe it’s hundreds, 
or even thousands, but more than you would usually carry. You get some work done, stop for lunch, meet 
some friends, and do a few errands. However, this afternoon will be unlike anything that has ever happened 
to you. It will change how you think about the world. Your encounter will stop you in your tracks and cause 
you to literally take out that wallet full of money and donate all of it, right on the spot. 

So, what happens? What does the rest of that day look like?
There are so many things we encounter in our lives that touch our hearts and provide the opportunity to 
give. Maybe it’s a homeless veteran outside in the cold, an organization that fights for something we believe 
in, or meeting someone with physical challenges you couldn’t imagine for even one day. Whatever your story, 
these life events are what shape us into who we are and provide meaning to all we live for. They often cause a 
re-set and get us back to what’s important.

Here’s your call to action. First, please send us your story. What would cause you to empty your 
pockets on the spot, and change the entire direction of your life? Has it already happened to you? 
Secondly, go out and live that story in vivid detail. I Triple Dog Dare You.

Writ ten by Lee Stoerzinger,  CFP®

Control 
what you’re 
able; give it 
your best. 
There’s always 
tomorrow for 
life’s other 
requests.

(excerpt taken from 
Lee’s book, On The 
Back Burner)

Check out Lee’s book…
On The Back Burner

Writ ten by Lee Stoerzinger,  CFP®

Give Power to 
Your Journey
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After nearly a year of staying at home, many of us can’t wait to travel again. Despite the pandemic, travel booking sites, 
like Airbnb, continue to grow in popularity. In fact, Airbnb, which had its IPO in late 2020, has a market cap of close to 
$90 billion, making it one of the largest businesses in the travel and tourism space. 

Did you know that Airbnb:

hink about the road of life you are on right now. Where are you 
headed? Are you happy where you are? Do you often wonder why 
things happen the way they do? Are you at peace? It’s amazing how 

many things in this world distract us from the clarity we seek, and the specific 
purpose we are here for. However, I truly believe each of us was brought 
into this life for a specific reason. We are not here to fill the hours, but for 
something unique and perfectly timed. 

This world presents us with two opportunities as we move through the 
seasons of our lives. We can spend our efforts on things which take us away 
from our meaning, or we can release control and follow our journey. The 
choice is up to us. While this can often seem difficult to see, if we look closely, 
we all have an inner guide showing us exactly where we need to be. The more 
we let go, the closer it comes. The closer it comes, the clearer our path. 

Go ahead. Think about the uniqueness that is you and all the things you bring 
to this world in a way no one ever has, or ever will. Then, imagine your journey 
and the trail you seek to leave behind and go live it. I humbly suggest that one 
of the secrets of life comes in giving true power to that journey and trusting in 
all that it brings.

© Visual Capitalist

 Consists of 7.4 million global listings and 
4 million hosts

 Maintains a global presence of 100,000 cities 
and 220 countries 

 Lists London, Osaka, New York, Tokyo, and Paris 
as its five most popular destination cities

 Has more room offerings than the top 4 hotel 
chains combined

 Was sustained during the pandemic by 
short distance (under 50 miles) travel 

 Sees experience/excursion offerings (with 
higher profit margins) as a growth driver

 Has yet to be profitable, despite its global 
presence and impressive numbers

 Is optimistic about its continued growth and 
success citing a total addressable market of 
$3.4 trillion
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ast month I received a suspicious email from my 
seventy-six year old dad’s email account. In the 
email, he asked me to wire him money so he could 

buy a gift for his niece. This didn’t sound right. I immediately 
assumed his account had been hacked and called my parents 
to alert them. By the time I reached them, just minutes after 
I received the fraudulent email, I discovered my parents 
had already been contacted by many other concerned 
family members and friends – all of whom also received the 
suspicious email from my dad.

The next two days were spent changing passwords and 
closing accounts – a total headache. In the process, my dad 
remembered that about a week prior, he had received an 
email from what he thought was his email service provider, 
asking him to update the information on his account. He did. 
And that was the event that sent everything into motion.

Now, my dad is a smart guy who had a very successful career. 
He’s educated, reads several newspapers each day and is up 
to date on current events. He and my mom are savvy with 
technology too – they email, text the grandkids, have social 
media accounts, pay bills online, etc. So, it got me thinking– 
if my dad could fall prey to one of these scams, really 
anyone could. 

Scammers are getting smarter and bolder. Protect yourself by 
being aware of these five red flags when you receive a phone 
call, check your email or use social media.

ReD FlAG #1: 
They Make An Identity Claim

Many scammers utilize strategies where they claim to be 
trustworthy sources, such as a government agency, your bank, 
or in my dad’s case, your email service provider, in order to 
extrapolate information from you. If you receive a strange 
call, text or email with an unfamiliar hyperlink, this is a 
telltale sign you’re being scammed. Never click on mysterious 
hyperlinks or respond to uncertified messages asking for 
your personal information, especially if it involves money. 
If you’re unsure about the authenticity, click on the sender 
email address to see if it looks legitimate, or better yet, call 
the company to see if they sent out an email asking for your 
information. In most cases, the answer will be ‘no.’

ReD FlAG #2: 
They Need Your Personal 
Information Immediately

A scammer’s goal is to get your personal information as 
quickly as possible – and they love to prey on people’s fear. 
A scammer will often state they need information or

 money immediately or something terrible will happen. The 
“Grandparent scam” is an example of this. In this scenario, 
someone contacts the victim claiming to be a family member 
in trouble or a person of authority representing the relative 
in trouble. They then ask for money and/or personal 
information. Be aware of this behavior and know that a 
genuine source would never require you to reveal personal 
information in this manner.

ReD FlAG #3: 
You Must Wire Money

Once a scammer receives money from you, their goal is to 
disappear with it, becoming extremely hard to track. If an 
entity is asking you to send money via a wire transfer, gift card 
or reload pack, this is likely a scam. This type of fraudulence 
was a byproduct of the original scam my dad fell prey to. 
Because he provided his personal information to the fake 
email company, they, in turn, were able to send out an email 
to everyone in his address book posing as him and asking for 
money via wire transfer.

ReD FlAG #4: 
It Doesn’t Apply

This is one of the more obvious strategies. For instance, 
a scammer may contact a teenager about car insurance 
when the teenager doesn’t even own a car in their name. 
Nonetheless, the frightening and urgent language of the call 
could get them stuck in an uncomfortable conversation with 
someone who is, in all likelihood, a scammer. If somebody 
approaches you with an offer or issue that clearly does not 
apply to you, get out of the situation as quickly as possible. 

ReD FlAG #5: 
It’s Too Good To Be True

Unfortunately, getting a really good deal on something is 
often a sign that it may be a scam. A scammer will promise 
you something that seems far too good to be true as a way 
to draw you in. Even if a scammer’s website seems extremely 
official or a scammer approaches you in person looking very 
professional, that’s often just a front to gain trust. Always stay 
wary of untrustworthy sources, and if you seem to be getting 
too good of a deal on insurance or even something as big as a 
house or car, do more research on the identity of the source. 

It’s much easier to get scammed than one would think. Make 
sure you’re aware of the telltale signs and avoid allowing 
your fear to get the best of you in these situations. As my 
family discovered in my dad’s case, getting scammed can be a 
taxing, and sometimes costly, ordeal. Remember it’s OK to be 
suspicious and guarded. As they say, better safe than sorry. 

PRoTeCT YouRSelF 
FRoM CoMMoN 

FINANCIAl SCAMS
By Chr is t y  Frost,  Marketing Strategist
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Clean Up 
YoUr SpendIng
Take inventory of your expenses over the past several 
months and identify those that are not necessities. 
Clear out or reduce these expenses and update your 
budget or spending plan. Small changes can make a 
big impact.

pUt YoUr SavIngS 
on aUtopIlot
The money you recoup from cleaning up unnecessary 
expenses can now be redirected to a savings account 
or emergency fund. Set up a monthly automatic 
transfer to your bank and watch your money grow.

revIew YoUr 
tax wIthholdIng
If you’re the recipient of a big tax refund, you’ve really 
given the U.S. Government a 12-month interest-free 
loan from your paycheck. Adjust your withholding so 
you increase your monthly pay and slide that extra 
money into savings or another investment plan that 
can grow with interest.

plUg Into 
teChnologY
Utilize the free and secure technology of your online 
banking platform. Most banking sites have settings that 
can notify you via text or email when your account 
balance gets too low or your credit card spending is 
over a set amount. Set up these alerts so there are no 
surprises at the end of the month.

exaMIne 
YoUr InSUranCe
Your spring cleaning should include a complete 
insurance check-up. Go through your insurance files 
and read the fine print. Is your coverage adequate? 
Are there any gaps? Have you had any changes over 
the past year (growing family, increased income) that 
might require additional coverage?

If you would like help or advice on any of our financial 
spring cleaning tips, be sure to reach out to our team.

pring is an ideal time to clean up your finances, clear out the clutter and get a fresh start. 
Here are a few ways to get your money-related affairs in order this spring season.

Our Pay it Forward program is simply a way for us to appreciate and reflect on what we are thankful for in our lives. As a reminder, 
the program entails giving a $100 gift card to a client who then “pays it forward” to a person or organization they feel needs it most. 

elizabeth B., client since 2016

Client, Elizabeth B., is a professional writer 
and novelist with numerous awards and 
acclamations including being named as 
a  New York Times Bestselling author on 
multiple occassions. Here are Elizabeth’s own 
words explaining why she selected to support 
the Doctors Without Borders organization.

“I remember the exact moment I decided 
I wanted to be a nurse. I was living in a 
terrible, run down apartment in Minneapolis. 
It was a hot and humid summer night. I didn’t 
have an air conditioner or even a fan, and 
I was trying to keep myself cool by running 
to the bathroom and splashing myself with 
water and then lying very still in my bed so 
as not to generate heat. A girl can get a lot of 
thinking done when she is lying very still in 
her bed. At the time, I had no idea what to do 
with my life. I’d done everything from being 
a singer in a rock band to a secretary at a law 
firm to a waitress (where I excelled in spilling 
things on customers). It came to me that 
what I really wanted to do was to help people 
in some very real way. I decided to become 
a nurse. I worked in that profession for over 
ten years before I quit to write full time. But I loved being a nurse. It taught me the value 
of service, it showed me that when you give with an open heart, you always get back more 
than you gave, and it showed me what really matters in life.

I admire Doctors Without Borders because they ignore man-made barriers and offer their 
services where they are needed most, even when it’s really hard, and it seems to me that it 
is almost always really hard. But joyful. When I give to them, I know the money is going to 
something really important: human life.”

“…when you give 
with an open 

heart, you always 
get back more than 

you gave…”
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Since 1993, Lee Stoerzinger Wealth Management has been helping individuals and families plan for what matters most. Through the 
unique approach of merging personal values with financial goals, Lee and his team create customized wealth management solutions 

that are meaningful, comprehensive and designed for optimization. Our pride and success derive from our trusted relationships, 
best-in-class processes, and our unwavering commitment to helping clients realize their life and legacy goals.
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